SINCE 2009, PART OF YOUR GIFT TO THE SCHOOL’S ANNUAL FUND HAS BEEN DESIGNATED FOR SCHOLARSHIP ASSISTANCE TO OUR DESERVING STUDENTS. THIS YEAR, 11 OUTSTANDING SCHOLARS RECEIVED SUPPORT FOR THEIR GRADUATE STUDY AT UNC GILLINGS SCHOOL OF GLOBAL PUBLIC HEALTH.

THE ANNUAL FUND IS ONE OF THE MOST POPULAR WAYS TO SUPPORT THE SCHOOL AND ITS PUBLIC HEALTH INITIATIVES. PLEASE GIVE AS GENEROUSLY AS YOU ARE ABLE.

**Your gift to the**

**ANNUAL FUND**

makes a positive difference in students’ lives

This year’s Annual Fund Scholars are:

- Gabriela Arandia  
  Health Behavior
- Ricky Camplain  
  Epidemiology
- Sujatro Chakladar  
  Biostatistics
- Christina Cordero  
  Epidemiology
- Rachel Davis  
  Maternal and Child Health
- Mary Elizabeth Grewe  
  Health Behavior
- Lindsay Huse  
  Public Health Leadership Program
- Mohamed Jollah  
  Health Policy and Management
- Yang Sing Lin  
  Maternal and Child Health
- Julia Naman  
  Environmental Sciences and Engineering
- Adane Wogu  
  Biostatistics

For more information about Annual Fund scholarships, visit www.sph.unc.edu/giving, or contact Jerry Salak at jerry.salak@unc.edu or (919) 966-0198.